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2 Key words

1. slap
2. is flanked by
3. scoot
4. file
5. enrolled
6. scholarship
7. significant
8. hierarchy
9. eased off
10. tangible
11. caste
12. trudge

3 Comprehension check

1. Janwaar, a village in Madhya Pradesh, India
2. Janwaar Castle
3. the schoolhouse and grain crops
4. Ulrike Reinhard
5. Barefoot Skateboarders, an offshoot of  

Rural Changemakers
6. local primary schoolchildren
7. If they don’t go to school, they cannot use the skate 

park – this is to encourage school attendance. Girls 
first – otherwise the park would be dominated  
by boys.

8. A larger number of children are now attending 
school. Average pupil attendance has roughly 
doubled since the park opened. There are as many 
girls as boys skating at the park. Asha Gond has 
become a strong female role model for young girls.

9. Some parents do not allow their children to use the 
skate park or go to school as they want them to 
stay at home and do housework. The park has led 
to a social divide between skaters and non-skaters.

10. She is 20 years old and a director of Rural 
Changemakers, which runs the park. She oversees 
the park and also offers supplementary lessons for 
the children. She regularly travels to New Delhi for 
training on a scholarship from an NGO and hopes 
to teach full-time in the village soon. She is popular, 
brilliant at skating and can handle children with 
quiet authority, Gond has become a role model 
for the Janwaar children – especially for the girls. 
Without discovering her skating talent, she would 
probably have become a housewife in an arranged 
marriage. She has won medals in skateboarding 
competitions and appeared in a TV advert.

4 Phrases

definitions
1. a
2. b

sentences
1. egged on
2. ruffled; feathers
3. ruffled their feathers 
4. egged him on

5	 Verbs	of	movement

a. 
1. slide across the ground in an uncontrolled way 
2. take hold of something roughly 
3. put something somewhere with force 
4. run a short distance very quickly
5. put something down quickly and noisily
6. move around very quickly
7. walk somewhere in a line
8. walk somewhere with slow heavy steps
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7	 Webquest

Teacher’s	note:	The TED talk is 21:36 long, so this 
task could be set as homework if you do not have 
enough time available in class. Direct link:   
www.youtube.com/watch?v=2b6D2HaelX0

1. because he was from a lower caste
2. Yes, she did. Children from the two castes  

now interact.
3. Asha’s persistence
4. a one-year scholarship that taught him ‘how  

to learn’
5. because girls there have hardly any rights; It slowly 

changes attitudes around gender.
6. disrupt a village; open villagers up to the world; 

change ideas
7. in this case, children teaching police officers  

to skateboard
8. to shake/disrupt the villagers and then help  

them to find a new balance (between old and new 
ideas/practices)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2b6D2HaelX0

